
Spotlight: Hypothyroidism

Please know that your thyroid is far more complex and intricate than I am able to go into in this 
course, so if you suspect you have a thyroid condition, please be sure to start with the suggested 

testing below with a trained professional; preferably an integrative or functional doctor.

Hypothyroidism: an underactive thyroid; meaning your body doesn't make enough thyroid 
hormone, resulting in the symptoms (often not all of them at once) described below.  

Hashimoto Thyroiditis: an auto-immune condition causing hypothyroidism. Newest 
research suggests that in the US, up to 90% of people diagnosed with hypothyroidism 
actually have Hashimoto. 

Why do I mention this in Well Mama? 
Hypothyroidism can be brought on by pregnancy (possibly connected to nutritional 
deficiencies from pregnancy and/or a change in your immune system) and so it’s really 
important that you take it serious and make sure that you get the medical attention and 
testing you need. If you experience any symptoms, please make sure you insist on getting 
proper testing done and not let your symptoms be chalked up to simply being a new 
mom. Unfortunately this happens all too often. 
Many experts in the medical community -especially in the integrative and functional 
circles- are advocating for thyroid testing to be done before women conceive, during the 
first trimester and after the woman gives birth! Thyroid issues are very commonly 
overlooked, underdiagnosed or mistreated and they can severely affect not only a 
woman's wellbeing but also her baby in utero. 



Symptoms: 
fatigue
constipation
dry skin
brain fog or trouble concentrating
depression
anxiety
hair loss
joint and muscle aches (even carpal tunnel syndrome and tendonitis!)
generalized swelling
cold intolerance (or you always feel a little cold)
even an excessively low heart rate

What you want to get tested:

TSH (*optimal range: The normal range is debated, but evidence favors 0.3 to 2.5 
mIU/L. In women who still feel symptoms or have a diagnosis of autoimmune 
thyroiditis, I will optimize to 0.1-2.0. Ideal is to know the baseline TSH from an earlier 
age when client feels great and in balance.)
Free T3 (*optimal range: Top half of normal range (varies by lab), for ZRT 4.5-6.5)
Free T4 (*optimal range: Top half of normal range (varies by lab), for ZRT 1.45-2.5)
Thyroid Peroxidase Antibodies (TPO) (*optimal range if taken via bloodspot: <70)
Reverse T3

* optimal ranges are from Dr. Sara Gottfried

Nutrients commonly deficient in women with hypothyroidism include: 

zinc  
copper 

selenium 
vitamin A 

iron  
vitamin D3 
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consider getting these nutrients tested as well, especially if you do have a thyroid condition


